CHIPMAN TO GIVE DEAKIN MEMORIAL LECTURE

Wollongong University Philosophy Professor, Lauchlan Chipman, has been invited to give this year's Alfred Deakin Memorial Lecture at the University of Melbourne.

The lecture will be delivered in the Public Lecture Theatre at the University of Melbourne at 8.00 p.m. on Thursday June 27th, just two days before Professor Chipman leaves Australia to take up a Visiting Fellowship in Law and Philosophy at Harvard University Law School in Massachusetts.

His subject will be "Education - An Agenda for Reform". Professor Chipman is one of the founding sponsors of the Australian Council for Educational Standards, which was formed in the early 1970's to campaign for higher quality and increased opportunities in education.

The Council, which is wholly independent of both governments and public and private school authorities, was established to counter trends which were perceived as hostile to academic excellence. Professor Chipman, who succeeded Dame Leonie Kramer to the Presidency in 1982, will relinquish this office next month.

Professor Chipman is a graduate in Law and Philosophy of Melbourne and Oxford Universities, and a diplomate of the University of New England in Education. He was Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Melbourne for four years before coming to Wollongong to found its Department of Philosophy just ten years ago. He said he felt particularly honoured to be invited back to his original alma mater, of which he is a life member of both the Graduate Union and the newly formed Alumni Association.

The Deakin Lecture is sponsored by the Alfred Deakin Lecture Trust of the University of Melbourne, and printed copies will be available to readers after 30 June. Interested people should contact the Editor.

SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS LECTURER INVITED TO BE COMPOSER IN RESIDENCE AT THE SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE

Andrew Ford, lecturer in music in the School of Creative Arts, will be Composer-in-residence at the Opera House until December this year. He will be working with the Bennelong Education Program producing a large scale multimedia piece for young people called 'Tall Stories' to be performed from 20-23 November. Students from the School of Creative Arts here at the University will also be involved in the production.

Andrew Ford will feature prominently in Sydney in November. On November 1 the Sydney Symphony Orchestra will be performing the world premiere of Andrew's work 'Epilogue to an Opera' in the ABC studios, while at the same time in the Opera House, the Australian Opera will be performing part of Andrew's opera 'Poe' in a national opera workshop conducted by Stuart Chandler.

1985 THE YEAR OF YOUTH – "YOUNG ARTISTS OF PROMISE" – A FREE PUBLIC EXHIBITION OF DRAWINGS BY CHILDREN AND STUDENTS

It is singularly appropriate in this Year of Youth that an Australian University is promoting an exhibition of drawings titled "Young Artists of Promise." Selected drawings cover an age range from Pre Primary, Primary, Secondary to Tertiary Education.

These young artists are currently studying in either Schools, Colleges or University in the Illawarra region or Sydney.

In a single exhibition space it is possible to enjoy, compare and evaluate drawings done by very young children through to adult tertiary students. Thus the exhibition gives emphasis to drawing as a visual language - an international language. We would have to be specialist scholars to understand ancient foreign texts such as the 'Dead Sea Scrolls' or ancient Egyptian writing. Yet we
can comprehend, appreciate and enjoy drawings made by our distant forbears who lived sixteen thousand or more years ago, and drew on cave walls such as Lascaux in Southern France.

It could also be argued that never was there more need for educational establishments to cultivate the creative side of the young who live in a world full of changes; facing as they do the potential horrors of nuclear holocaust; the ever rising world population and the inability of human beings to so organise their affairs to prevent acute hunger, indeed famine now widespread in certain regions of the world. Perhaps less dramatically but no less importantly is the need to ensure that living in city complexes does not blight or diminish the human spirit but enriches it.

In this context this exhibition is one to be enjoyed but it has an underlying seriousness of purpose. Not least in the continuing validity and worth of drawing as an essential discipline in training young children and students.

Preview Sunday, May 26th, 11.30 a.m. to 1.15 p.m.

Open to Public, Monday 27th May until Sunday 23rd June, 1985.

Monday to Friday, 10.00 am to 1.00pm and 2.00pm to 4.00pm.

In the Long Gallery, University of Wollongong, Entrance 4, Building 25.

THE EMPLOYMENT ADVANTAGES OF A MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

The Australian Mathematical Society has prepared and distributed a new brochure entitled "Mathematics Graduates are Highly Employable".

The brochure is designed to make students, their parents and their teachers, as well as the general public, aware of the importance and advantages of an education in Mathematics. It is issued as part of the Society's aim to increase community appreciation of the importance and benefits of mathematics to the prosperity and welfare of Australia.

The brochure discusses some of the key advantages of a mathematics education. Such an education gives students the basic foundation to perform quantitative manipulations confidently, and thereby the flexibility to carry out, effectively, the duties associated with a wide spectrum of employment.

The brochure explains how and why the computer revolution will generate more, rather than less, jobs for mathematically trained people. Facts and figures (from the Graduate Careers Council of Australia) on the percentage of unemployed graduates in various disciplines are included, as well as a list of some of the organizations which employ mathematicians, together with details about what mathematics graduates do.

A copy of the brochure is available from the Editor, ext. 3073.
NORTH WOLLONGONG STATION HOARDING

The University is ready for the influx of train travellers who will be going through North Wollongong when the electrification is completed. A large twelve shelter hoarding (see picture) has been erected on the western side. It informs the travelling public that the University is located 1.3 km west via Porter Street and gives address and telephone number for enquiries.

Other improvements in the pipeline are bus shelters next to the Union Entrance and at the corner of Porter Street and Crawford Ave., which should make a drier trip for those travelling by bus to and from North Wollongong.

General Notices

ELECTRIFICATION OF LINE TO WOLLONGONG

Following representations from the University, the State Rail Authority has provided for some Sydney trains to stop at North Wollongong Station after the electrification of the line is completed in December this year.

The draft timetable provides for trains to leave Sydney at 3 minutes past the hour in the morning, stop at a few Sydney stations and then travel direct to Thirroul and Wollongong. Each train will be met at Thirroul by a local electric train, which will stop at all stations to Port Kembla.

The 7.03 a.m. direct train from Sydney will also stop at North Wollongong station.

In the afternoon the direct trains (i.e. Wollongong, Thirroul and then onto Sydney) will stop at North Wollongong at 3.27, 4.45 and 5.45 p.m.

The State Rail Authority will advise the University of the final timetable for the year.

SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS

Most members of staff are no doubt aware of the increasing incidence of theft on campus.

A recent incident in the Administration Building has highlighted the fact that all areas of the campus are vulnerable and that care must be taken to protect the University’s property as well as personal belongings.

Members of the Security Staff regularly patrol the buildings and grounds, but staff members are reminded to lock their offices when finishing work each day.

Your co-operation and active participation is needed to improve security on Campus.

REWARD

A substantial reward is offered for the recovery or return of a 10” telescope and other fittings in an undamaged condition which were removed late December 1984 from the University Observatory on Mt. Keira Road.

Anyone with any information should contact MBS Loss Adjusters (phone 271700) or Susan Abraham (ext. 3931) Administrative Officer, Finance.

The reward offer is open until 24th May, 1985.

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT

The Institute’s brochure listing training courses for July 1985 is available from the Editor, ext. 3073.

“DO THE RIGHT THING”

“DO THE RIGHT THING” stickers have recently appeared on waste containers around the University, in an attempt to minimise the amount of litter on the Campus.

This has been an increasing problem in recent years, compounded by increases in the number of students and staff members.

It is hoped that the stickers will remind people to “DO THE RIGHT THING” by disposing of waste appropriately and ensuring the Campus remains a pleasant place to work and study. (R 26-7-85).

BILL PEASCOD DIES ON MOUNTAIN CLIMB

Well known Wollongong artists, Bill Peascod, who retired to his native Cumbria a few years ago, has died of a heart attack while leading a rock climb on Mt. Snowdon.

Friends wishing to send their sympathy to Bill’s widow can write to Itsu Peascod, Melbecks Farm, Bassenthwaite near Keswick, Cumbria, U.K. More news is available from Keith Tognetti on 270826.

MAIL DELIVERY

Please note as from Monday, 13th May, afternoon internal mail will leave the Mail Room at 1.30 p.m., half an hour earlier than at present.

This will give the Mail Room staff more time to process external mail for despatch at 4.00 p.m. It will also contribute to better utilization of Patrol Staff.

For that problem in the “too hard basket” consult the experts through Uniaidvice. Enquiries to Peter Sophios on (042) 270075.
Westpac Banking Corporation has offered the University access to wider investment possibilities, made available due to deregulation of Trading and Savings Banks from August 1st, 1985.

Westpac are offering Trading Bank Flexible Deposits which provide daily interest after seven days, with funds accessible on a next day basis.

The following examples of types of deposits have been provided:

1. Flexible Deposits - Account
   
   **Amount**
   - Minimum balance of the account deposit $10,000
   - Minimum deposit/withdrawal amount of $1,000
   - No maximum balance.

   **Interest**
   - Presently Under $50,000: 10.75% p.a.
   - from $50,000 - $250,000: 12.50% p.a.
   - from $250,000 and over: 13.00% p.a.

   *Subject to change daily

   Interest is not payable on:
   - Balance of account less than $10,000
   - Funds withdrawn which have not been held for a period of seven (7) days or more
   - State duty - F.I.D. will apply i.e. 0.3% on each deposit
   - Bank account debt tax nut applicable
   - Transactions on account limited to:
     - One (1) deposit each day with one (1) collection item
     - One (1) withdrawal each day.

2. Flexible Deposit - Term
   
   **Amount**
   - Minimum balance of the account deposit $50,000
   - Minimum deposit/withdrawal amount of $1,000
   - No maximum balance.

   **Interest**
   - Same as for Flexible Deposits - Accounts as above.

   Interest is not payable on:
   - Balance of account less than $50,000
   - Funds withdrawn which have not been renewed for seven (7) consecutive days or more
   - State duty - F.I.D. will apply at a “dealing” rate as it is a term deposit i.e. 0.05% per month on the daily deposit balance (not on each credit deposit)
   - Transactions limited as for Flexible Deposits - Accounts as above.

**Scholarships and Prizes**

Details of the scholarships and prizes below are displayed on the Campus News Notice Board situated at 49 Northfields Avenue. Application forms are available from the Student Enquiries Office.

**Harvard University Harkness Fellowship**
**Dept. of Education New Zealand Scholarships**

**GRADUATES COMMITTEE – IMPORTANT MEETING**

The next meeting of the Graduates Committee on Wednesday, 29 May, 1985, at 6 p.m. in the Friends Board Room, 48 Northfields Avenue, Keiraville, will be a watershed in the history of this group.

The Committee will have before it a detailed draft submission to the University on strengthening and broadening the group. The submission was sparked by a workshop at the University of New South Wales led by Mr. David Butler, Director of Alumni Affairs at Ryerson Polytechnic, Ontario. The workshop was attended by the Executive Officer of the Friends, Ald. Giles Pickford.

The draft submission will be distributed with the agenda to any paid up member of the Graduates Group who requests it, whether or not he or she wishes to attend the meeting. Requests should be made to Valri Nunn, Friends Secretary, on (042) 270082.

The Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Ken McKinnon, will be attending the meeting, which indicates the importance that the University attaches to the building up of a strong Graduates Group within the Friends.

**FRIENDS VISITING CATHOLIC SCHOLAR FOR 1985**

The Friends Visiting Catholic Scholar for 1985 will be Bishop Eric D’Arcy, Bishop of Sale in Gippsland. He will visit Wollongong on Friday, 2 August, 1985.

Bishop D’Arcy will give two addresses during his visit on 2 August. The first address will be at 12.30 p.m. in the Union Common Room. A light luncheon will be served.

The second will be to the Wollongong Catholic Dinner Club at Renown Court, 7.00 for 7.30 p.m. and the title of the address will be “Young People Today: Faith and Morals”. The cost of this dinner is $15 per head.

Any interested readers who want further information should contact Arthur Raymond, the Friends Organizer for the visit, on (042) 843860.

**EXECUTIVE OFFICER – LONG SERVICE LEAVE**

The Executive Officer of the Friends, Ald. Giles Pickford, will be on long service leave from 1 June to 31 August, 1988. For some of that time he will be in the United Kingdom studying University Information offices, Graduate Organizations, University fundraising, Industrial liaison and the organization and funding of music festivals. He will be visiting the Universities of East Anglia, Cambridge, Oxford, Birmingham, Bath, Exeter and Southampton. He will also be attending the Aldeburgh Music Festival, the International Welsh Eisteddfod, the Shrewsbury Music Festival, the Festival of the Southern Cathedrals and the Cowes Regatta.

During his absence his functions will be taken over by the Friends Office staff, aided and abetted by members of the Friends who are in charge of various projects.
Seminars

Further details about the seminars are shown on the 'Campus News' noticeboard.

MATHEMATICS SEMINARS

Thursdays, 1.30 p.m., Room 204 Austin Keane Building

May 30
Professor Nan Phan-Thien,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Sydney Uni.

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

Room G25, Building 1 (Metallurgy Building)

Monday — 4.30 p.m. — 27th May, 1985
Dr. David Ayre, Department of Biology, University of Wollongong.
"The Ecological Genetics of the Sea Anemone Actinia Tenbrosa".

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY AND LEGAL STUDIES

The following is a list of seminars to be held in room 19.2035 at 11.00 a.m. on the dates shown.

June 7
Hai Yap Teoh - Topic to be advised.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Time: Wednesday - 12.30 p.m.
Location: 19.206

May 29:
M. Terry, Industrial Relations Unit, University of Warwick
"Recent developments in workplace industrial relations in Britain"

June 8:
R. Castle, Department of Economics, University of Wollongong
"Aboriginal Employment and Training Programmes: a critique"

AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND HISTORY OF EDUCATION SOCIETY

A regional one-day conference of the Australian and New Zealand History of Education Society will be held in the Faculty of Education on Friday, 31 May. The programme begins at 9.30 and concludes at 5 p.m. The theme of the conference is "Community and Education: A Local Look at the History of Education". Speakers will include John Shipp "Schools of the Illawarra", Josie Castle "Nurse Training in the Illawarra" and Pat Cavanagh "Aspects of Aboriginal Education and History". A selection of historical photographs will be displayed in the Curriculum Resources Centre from 27 - 31 May in conjunction with the conference. Details of the conference are available from Dr. N. Kyle, ext. 3988.

PSYCHOLOGY SEMINAR

Tuesday, 28th May, 1985 at 1.30 p.m.

Speaker: Dr. Celia Moore, Department of Psychology.
Letters

Dear Editor,

While Mr. Illert can be commended for his concern about the environment, the rest of his letter is a dangerous mixture with assumptions, ignorance and untruths which could foster ill-will in the minds of those gullible readers who like Mr. Illert don't take time out to check the facts.

Landscaping is an art form requiring creativity, skill and research. Like any other art form there are progressive stages from the basic material to the finished work. Due consideration is given to cause and effect, especially we are not insensitive regarding living subjects. However, the final components, displayed with balance and harmony to the students and general public are the predominant concern. The site occupied by the University was formerly a dairy farm.

Native species form the basic ingredients of the landscape policy. Some of these are controlled to contribute to the overall desired effect and to achieve this as well as remove accumulated garbage, crockery, cutlery, garden seats, etc. are the reasons for draining the pond of the millions of marine life, crustacea and gambusa a few perished but in spite of Mr. Illert's comments the bird life is all intact.

The western dam is to be modified so it is logical to remove the noxious cumbungi which displaces all other species and replant with appropriate species when the modifications are completed. The burning off was necessary to prevent regeneration from seed and was restricted to a long narrow zone so that most if not all the wild life escaped. Certainly the frogs are still heard in large numbers. The whole project is subject to the scrutiny of ecology conscious experts.

We, the gardeners, are glad that modern technology hasn't yet manufactured 'canned instant landscape' as we enjoy our part in the product but it is annoying to have our work attacked by pen snipers when we have always been willing to educate people about the landscape which so many find relaxing and beautiful.

Members of Landscape Department.

Concerts, Exhibitions and Entertainment

"JAZZ AT ITS BEST"

Don Harper and Stephen McKenna want to feature aspiring young jazz musicians in this relaxing but professional atmosphere.

Fridays between 7.00 - 10.00 p.m.

Enquire from School of Creative Arts or Union Office ext. 3781 or 297833.

SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS EXHIBITION

"Young Artists of Promise": A free Public Exhibition of Drawing done by children and students in the Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Sectors of Education.

Preview Sunday, May 26, 11.30 a.m. to 1.15 p.m.

Open to public, Monday 27th May until Sunday 23rd June, 1985.

Monday to Friday, 10.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. and 2.00 to 4.00 p.m. Sundays, 2.00 to 5.00 p.m.

GREIG, SCARLATTI TO FEATURE IN CWSO CONCERT

On Saturday, May 25, at 8 p.m. in the Wollongong Town Hall the City of Wollongong Symphony Orchestra will present its second concert for 1985.

Soloist will be British concert pianist, Anthony Peebles, who will be making his fourth appearance with the Symphony Orchestra. Since his first appearance in 1977 he has become a favourite performer with the orchestra members and the Wollongong public, so concert goers are advised to book to get good seats.

Mr. Peebles will play the popular Piano Concerto in A Minor by Greig and two short sonatas by Alessandro Scarlatti whose tri-centenary, like those of Bach and Handel, falls this year.

The Concert will also include overtures and medleys from some of the most popular Gilbert and Sullivan light operas including 'Mikado', 'Iolanthe' and 'The Gondoliers'. These works have been transferred from the cancelled Blue Denim Concert originally scheduled for April 20 and replace the Schubert Third Symphony which will be re-programmed for a later concert.

Tickets, Wilson's Record Bar, 118 Crown Street, $8 Concession $6.

DANTE ALIGHIERI SOCIETY NEWS

Saturday, June 1st, 1985 in the Union Hall of the University of Wollongong at 8.00 p.m. the world renowned soprano Carmel Ferlisi O'Byrne will present in concert 'I Grandi Varietit Italiani Nell'Opera E Nella Musica Da Camera' featuring arias from works by Mascagni, Puccini, Cilea, Giordano and other Italian composers of the late 19th and 20th century.

Accompanied by David Vance. Admission Free. Bring a guest along. All are welcome.

The life and music of Luigi Boccherini - Wollongong Town Hall Theatre, June 16th, 1985, 8.00 p.m.

Filef Films - Italian films are screened the last Wednesday of each month at the Fairy Meadow Bowling Club. Admission is free and the programme is sponsored by the Wollongong FILEF.

BIG BIRD FLYS IN MAY 20 - 26

In UK's only professional touring music-theatre company are in residence at the School of Creative Arts from 20th May. Big Bird Music Theatre has won extensive critical plaudits for its work (the London Financial Times described a recent production as "a splendid achievement") and opens its two month stay with performances of a new piece, "From Hand to Mouth".

Composed by Creative Arts lecturer, Andrew Ford, on a recent visit to England and in conjunction with two Yorkshire writers, Bob Pegg and Julie Fullarton, "From Hand to Mouth" was premiered by Big Bird in March and the company has since then given the piece more than thirty performances in various locations in the
Puritani (Bellini) (with Dame Joan Sutherland)
Saturday, July 6, 1.00 p.m. — $38

A Masked Ball (Verdi) (new production)
Saturday, August 3, 1.00 p.m. — $38

La Boheme (Puccini)
Friday, August 16, 7.30 p.m. — $25

II Trovatore (Verdi)
Saturday, September 14, 1.00 p.m. — $25

Madame Butterfly (Puccini)
Saturday, September 28, 1.00 p.m. — $25

Don Pasquale (Donizetti)
Saturday, October 12, 7.30 p.m. — $25

Tosca (Puccini)
Saturday, October 19, 7.30 p.m. — $25

Katya Kabanova (Janacek)
Saturday, October 26, 1.00 p.m. — $25

SPECIAL OFFER
Two performances of 'The Mikado' (Gilbert and Sullivan)
Saturday, August 31, 7.30 p.m. — $25
Saturday, November 2, 1.00 p.m. — $14

Job Vacancies
Details of the following positions are displayed on the Campus News Notice Board situated at 49 Northfields Avenue.

Otago, N.Z.  Careers Adviser
NSW Institute of Technology  President
Massey, NZ  Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Agricultural Economics
             Lecturer in Social Work
Macquarie  Vice-Chancellor
           Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic)
           Internal Audit Manager
Newcastle  Vice-Chancellor
Wollongong  Research Assistant EEO Project
ANU  Postdoctoral Fellow in Zoology
      Tutor/Senior Tutor in Hindi
      Research Fellow in Gas Geochemistry

YOUR CARD TO COINLESS COPYING
IS COMING SOON!
Advertisements

Advertisements in “Campus News” are repeated each week until withdrawn, OR, until new advertisements push the old ones off the end of the column, whichever occurs first.

FREE RANGE CORN FED CHICKEN

Ring Bob Hoole on 284724 for more information on free range corn fed chicken at $3.90 per kg.

FOR SALE

Elect. stove, Chef Consul 4 yrs. old, grillier needs new switch, otherwise in excellent condition. $180.00 o.n.o. Contact Jenel Ashton on ext. 3902.

SALE BY TENDER

The University has the following motor vehicles for sale by tender.

1 Holden Utility - LIP-183
1 Falcon Station Sedan - MDT-250
1 Toyota 15 seat min bus - LKF-422

The University offers no guarantee on these vehicles. Terms of sale are cash or bank cheque. For inspection phone Mr. N. Lynch (270936). Tenders close 11.30 a.m. on 31st May, 1985.

WANTED TO RENT

3 brm. house with rumpus room and garage. 18-24 month lease required. References available, no pets, business couple. Ext. 3977.

LOST AND FOUND


MECCANO

Do you have any unwanted Meccano? I hope to use Meccano for student projects in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering concerned with development of robot manipulators. Any donations of Meccano parts will be gratefully received. Please contact Dr. Andy Russell (ext. 3070).

THESSES

Business Aide will type your thesis quickly and efficiently, and at reasonable rates. The completed work will be delivered to the University. Please phone Angela Newman on 341060 or Jennifer Bolden on 321175.

HOUSE FOR RENT

3 bedroom house in Thirroul, large block, own creek and bushland, available for rent from early July 1985 until late January 1986. Phone Rob Whelan 671037 or ext. 3022.

WORD PROCESSING

Theses, manuscripts, documents, resumes and letters all done professionally and efficiently. We use only quality materials. Our rates are extremely competitive. Please call us on 272495.

FOR SALE

Venetian blinds (including pelmets). White in colour. Excellent condition and price. 6 blinds 800 mm in width by 1300 mm in length and 2 blinds 1620 mm in width by 1300 mm in length. Phone ext. 3707 or 963069 (home).

ROOM FOR RENT

1 room available for rent in 3 bedroom house. Close to beach and all transport. $35 p.w. Female preferred but will accept male. Contact Chris Bell on 674946.

FOR SALE: ELECTRONIC LEARNING AID

Are you disappointed or concerned about your child's performance at school last year? Have you been thinking of buying a computer for your children? Before you do anything contact EDUTECH who may be able to help you with their new powerful Electronic Learning Aid, designed to help children learn the basics in maths and spelling and much more. See noticeboards around the campus. For further details ring Lyndall on 563174.

Discount Quiz

➤ What card gives you more discounts than any other card?
➤ What card gives you over 2000 discounts around Australia?
No! It’s not American Express or Bankcard. It’s the International Student Identity Card (for full-time students who can maximise discounts with this card) and the Australian Student Identity Card (for all students but this card does not get all discounts listed in the NSDS Directory). The National Student Discount Scheme Directory points you in the right direction.

Get your card and start saving

See your local student union for full details.
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